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Abstract

When making a raytracing program for supernova Ia data for cal-
culations of an inhomogeneous and anisotropic universe with a zero
curvature over all, it may be found that the possible negative pres-
sure, the so-called dark energy, that is the presumable cause for
an assumed accelerating expansion of the universe, is an optical
illusion. The observably faint distant supernovas could thus be a
result of gravitationally distorted light rays curving through the
inhomogeneous universe, lengthening the travel distance to the ob-
server. The local curvature is taken into account when the light ray
travels through space, bending its path according to gravitational
lensing. Comparing the magnitude from the simulated light ray,
from a 0.5x0.5 degree portion of the sky, with the best-�t-curve of
real SN Ia data, we however only see a very small di�erence. Hence
is the e�ect due to inhomogeneities not as signi�cant as believed.
Our results were plotted as magnitude as a function of redshift
and compared with observational data from a group of scientists
searching for high redshift supernova type Ia, called the supernova
cosmology project. The search for answers to how the universe is
behaving, and more importantly: �why?�, are still not concluded.
Just because our results do not show the anticipated values for a
non-accelerating expansion of the universe, there are still many ef-
fects to investigate. The over- and under-densities in�uences the
way we measure the light distances to us and can still be imitating
the visual e�ects of an accelerating universe. Also, the inhomo-
geneity should e�ect the very expansion dynamics itself, which is a
topic for future studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this project has been to investigate the possibility that
the accelerating universe, and thus dark energy, may be an illusory
e�ect. The motivation for this is that the physical universe is not
perfectly homogeneous and isotropic as assumed in the standard
model of cosmology, resulting in the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) metric as the unique solution to Einstein equations.

Since a supernova type Ia with a redshift larger than 0.5, in
a normally expanding universe, seems dimmer and farther away
than it should be according to magnitude measurements, may the
result of gravitationally distorted light rays curving through the
real, physical �lumpy� universe, lengthening the travel distance to
the observer and thus explain the di�erence. This means that we
should investigate the changes in luminosity distances due to this
e�ect. Are the trajectories of the rays signi�cantly di�erent from
the homogeneous case, and is this enough to dismiss the accelerating
universe theory?

We are hence investigating if the non-cosmological �small-scale�
details due to gravitational structure formation can be of impor-
tance. Since the general theory of relativity is a strongly non-linear
theory, even very small deviations from a well-studied case (FRW)
may give large corrections, especially on vast distances. To cal-
culate the geodesic length of a distant supernova light beam we
have made an algorithm for ray-tracing in a �at inhomogeneous,
anisotropic, expanding universe. Because our aim is to investigate
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

if dark energy really is necessary, we also disregard the cosmological
constant, putting Λ = 0. The calculation of the travel length is done
under the constraint that the photon may pass only a small number
of volumes with overdensity as it otherwise would be absorbed or
scattered. Regions with overdensity continuously compactity with
time, due to structure formation, while the underdense space in
between gets diluted over the same period. The spaces between
the overdensity areas thus always have a density below the mean
FRW-density for the universe, parameterized by Ω. The light from
distant light sources that reaches us must travel mainly in these
empty spaces as they otherwise would not be observed by us. This
leads to an unavoidable observational bias of the total amount of
distant light that reach the earth. This bias increases with redshift
z, but also requires substantial gravitational structure formation so
that the e�ect peaks for z �1100. Therefore we see only selected
parts of the light that does not directly re�ect the mean density,
and hence the expansion of the universe.

Due to structure formation, the di�erence between over- and
underdensities are constantly increasing, it implies (at least) a �mi-
rage e�ect� with a seemingly accelerating universe, where the e�ect
increases with redshift, z. The question is if this e�ect quantita-
tively is su�cient to �explain away� the need for an accelerating
expansion of the universe, i.e. rule out the need for cosmological
dark energy? As the �rst, and still best, hint for an accelerating
FRW-universe has come from analyzing high-z supernovas of type
Ia, we have concentrated on this.

Our results are plotted as a function of magnitude versus z and
compared with observational data from the supernova cosmology
project (SCP). Are the results compatible with observational data
with parameters Ωm = 1 and ΩΛ = 0, or must one still include a
substantial dark energy component Ωm = 0.25 and ΩΛ = 0.75 to
best �t the data?



Chapter 2

Project Plan

Our work plan consisted of four parts.

Step 1 was to model an arbitrary mass (point mass) and a light
source. Then we had to numerically make the light beam
bend according to gravitational lensing due to the intervening
mass.

Step 2 was to locate each mass into separate planes, and assuming
normal FRW-geometry in-between planes. This was done to
simplify numerical calculations, and was also how the galaxy
catalouge we obtained was organized.

Step 3 was to combine all physically observed masses into an ex-
panding universe in four dimensions.

Step 4 was to investigate our model universe for di�erent space
curvatures, i.e. for di�erent Ωk and Ωm values, and comparing
the magnitudes versus redshift due to the �slaloming� with
observational data on SN Ia.

9
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Chapter 3

Theory

Cosmology is de�ned as the study of the dynamical structure of
the universe as a whole, which means its contents, structure, and
evolution from its birth, the present and its ultimate fate. For
homogeneous isotropic universes, Einstein's equations reduce to the
much simpler Friedmann's equations, as the cosmic scale factor
a(t) then contains all dynamical information of this highly idealized
cosmology. Friedmann's equations are a coupled system of two
�rst order ordinary di�erential equations whereas Einstein's original
equations are a coupled system of ten partial di�erential equations.
Relativistic cosmology began as a separate science study shortly
after general relativity was created [1].

3.1 Ray tracing

The method to track a light ray from a supernova through gravita-
tionally curved space-time is called ray tracing. This method is very
time-consuming calculationally, requiring simplifying assumptions.

3.2 General relativity

The principle of equivalence means that in a local system the e�ects
of gravitation and acceleration cannot be distinguished. Although

11



12 CHAPTER 3. THEORY

globally they can, e.g. through tidal e�ects. The space-time ge-
ometry is, through Einstein's equations, determined by how much
energy and matter that exists locally, and how it is moving. A
free particle i.e. one that does not experience any non-gravitational
force, that travels in such a geometry by necessity follows the curved
space-time. Gravitation a�ects all bodies uniformly, even photons,
as the space-time geometry is same for all. (This assumes �test-
particles� which in their own a�ect the space-time in a negligible
way.)

3.3 The Einstein equation

To get an exact description of the physical matter distribution,
one would need to know the energy momentum tensor (Tab) at
each point between the supernova and the observer, but from a
practical point of view this is not possible. Even if we had this
information, the general case would not be analytically solvable
using the Einstein equation,

Gab = 8πGTab (3.1)

and even numerical calculations would be unfeasible.
The solution to this problem, is to make a model for local cur-

vatures modi�ed by the over- and underdensities i.e. the space at
and near the high density masses and the empty spaces between the
masses. To do this we can de�ne a semi-local curvature parameter
k [2].

kglobal = 0
kbound = 1

kbetween = −1
(3.2)

The space-curvature density quotient Ω0 is de�ned as Ω(t0)
where t0 = time now, that gives the expression:

Ωk = Ω0 − Ωm (3.3)

Where Ω0 has been taken to be 1[3, 4], meaning that the global
curvature is zero, Ωk = 0, Ω0 = Ωm = 1, in line with the �at
universe that observationally seem to require at present.
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This corresponds to the Omega values of:

Ωglobal = 1
Ωbound > 1
Ωbetween < 1

(3.4)

3.3.1 Friedmann-Robertson-Walker-metric

The Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric describes an ide-
alized homogeneous, isotropic expanding universe and is also the
unique solution to Einstein's �eld equations of general relativity for
this case [5]. The four-dimensional space-time interval, ds, between
two events can be written:

ds2 = c2dt2 − a2 (t)
{
dχ2 + σ2 (χ)

[
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

]}
. (3.5)

The only dynamical component is the �cosmic scale� factor a(t),
which describes the expansion of the FRW universe. For a given
matter, energy content a(t) can be derived from Friedmann's equa-
tions.

3.4 The Cosmological principle

Relativistic cosmology is based on the cosmological principle, an
assumption that on the largest scales (∼observable universe) the
universe is homogeneous and isotropic. This is also vindicated,
in the statistical sense, by astronomical observations on the very
largest cosmological scales.

3.5 Redshift

An increase in wavelength is called redshift and can occur when a
light source moves away from an observer. When light is emitted
from an object the wavelength is shifted towards the red end of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
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Light can be redshifted in di�erent ways and it is important to
separate the di�erent kind of mechanisms. The redshift de�nition
is:

z =
∆λ

λ
. (3.6)

The �rst mechanism is the cosmological redshift, in FRW-metric,
redshift relative masses in an expanding universe:

z + 1 =
sizenow

sizethen

=
a(t0)

a(t)
. (3.7)

The Doppler red- or blue shift in Euclidean metric:

z =
v

c
. (3.8)

Relativistic Doppler E�ect in Minkowski metric:

z + 1 =
(
1 +

v

c

)
γ. (3.9)

Gravitational red- or blue shift in Schwarzschild metric, light de-
�ections close a massive object:

z + 1 =
1√

1−
(

2Gm
rc2

) . (3.10)

3.6 Hubble�s Law

In 1929, Edwin Hubble [6] observationally found the velocity-distance
relation for distant objects, the so called Hubble law:

v = H0d (3.11)

where d is the distance in Megaparsec (Mpc). Locally we can use
the simple Hubble constant for distance measurements if z < 0.4. In
the remaining cases it can result in signi�cant errors in the distance
calculations as H really is not constant but depends on time H =
H(t) which is di�erent in FRW- universes with di�erent Ω's. The
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Hubble constant tells us the recessional velocity of a galaxy at a
certain distance, determined by its redshift. When z � 1 it gives
the simple expression [7]:

v = cz, (3.12)

where c is the speed of light (3 ·108 m
s
). The Hubble parameter is

a simple function of the scale factor, a(t) which is a function of time
that represents the stretching of all distances in the universe. That
means that the farther away a visible object on the sky is, the longer
�back in time� do we see. The de�nition of H in a FRW-universe
is,

H =
ȧ (t)

a (t)
. (3.13)

The scale factor is also related to the redshift by

a(t0)

a(t)
= z + 1, (3.14)

where t is the cosmic time at emission and t0 at observation,
i.e. now. a0 = a(t0) is often normalized to one [7]. The value of H
can be determined at a speci�c redshift. To calculate the varying
Hubble parameters in a FRW-universe we use the general formula,

Hz = H0

√
Ωm(z + 1)3 + Ωk(z + 1)2 + ΩΛ. (3.15)

For the case of Einstein-de Sitter cosmology (ΩΛ = 0, Ωk = 0,
Ωm = 1) it gives [5, 8, 3]:

H = H0 (z + 1)3/2 . (3.16)

For our calculations H0 is set to 71 km
sMpc

. Recent observations �xes

the constant to 70 km
sMpc

± 10% (a parsec is de�ned as the distance
from which the Earth and sun would appear to be separated from
one another by one arc second. This is illustrated in �gure 3.1 One
arc second is a 1

3600
part of a degree, 1pc ' 3, 26 light years).
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Figure 3.1: The parsec de�nition including the earth orbiting the
sun at a distance of one astronomical unit (AU).
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3.7 Models of the universe

According to the cosmological principle, geometry of the universe
can be of three possible forms. It can be �at (Ω0 = 1) with zero
curvature or open like a saddle (Ω0 < 1) with negative curvature
or bound like a sphere (Ω0 > 1) with positive curvature (see �gure
3.2). It is also possible that the universe has a di�erent topology
than these three simple cases but still having the same local space
curvature. If the density is equal to the critical density the space

Figure 3.2: Two-dimensional analogues of three-dimensional curved
spaces, for closed, open and �at curvature[9].

is �at. The present critical density for a �at universe, which is
presumed in this thesis, is about six hydrogen atoms per cubic
meter [10], much less than the best man-made vacuum and even
the interstellar medium.

Ω =
ρ

ρcrit

= 1 (3.17)
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giving the density, ρ, required for �at space, and ρc :

ρc =
3H2

0

8πG
, (3.18)

where H0 = 71 km s−1Mpc−1 and G = 6.672× 10−11N m2kg−2 .

3.7.1 Cosmological Swiss-cheese model

This is a vacuole model where point masses plus �holes� are sur-
rounded by a homogeneous isotropic universe with constant cur-
vature. The galaxies are described as sphere-shaped bubbles with
a central mass surrounded by vacuum. Covering the sphere is a
spherical shell of empty space which separates it from the rest of the
universe. Inside this bubble the Schwarzschild metric (see 3.13.1)
applies and outside the bubble the FRW metric is applicable, i.e.
homogeneous isotropic and expanding universe. The vacuole ex-
pands in the same way as the space outside the bubble [5] and the
total space is consistently �glued together� as to be continuous at
the boundaries between Schwarzschild- and FRW-solutions.

3.8 Luminosity distance

The distance most relevant in astronomical observation is the lu-
minosity distance. This is based on the relation between a body�s
intrinsic and observed luminosity.

The luminosity distance in a FRW-model depends on cosmolog-
ical parameters:

dL = dL (z, Ωm, H0) . (3.19)

With the inverse square law the luminosity distance can be de�ned
as:

dL =

√
L

4πF
. (3.20)

Where the radiant �ux at a spherical surface is:

F =
L

4π$2 (z + 1)2 , (3.21)
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and

dL = $ (z + 1) , (3.22)

where $ is the co moving coordinate for the object[7]:

$ =
2c

H0

1

z + 1

1

Ω2
0

(
Ω0z − (2− Ω0)

(√
1 + Ω0z − 1

))
. (3.23)

We use the equation with Ω0 = 1 in a �at universe, giving:

dL =
2c

H0

(
z + 1−

√
z + 1

)
. (3.24)

Luminosity distance di�ers from proper distance or co-ordinate dis-
tance but they do agree when z � 1.

The proper distance is de�ned as:

d (t) = R (t)

∫
d$′

√
1− k$′2

. (3.25)

The co-ordinate distance [7]:

r (t) = R (t) $. (3.26)

The shortest possible line between two points in a given geom-
etry is called a geodesic line. The observed path for a de�ected
supernova ray is the geodetic line, corrected for local curvatures of
intervening objects.

3.9 Magnitudes

Luminosities are traditionally measured in logarithmic units called
magnitudes, m (apparent magnitude) and M (absolute magnitude).
The brighter the objects the lower their magnitude. Another way
of measuring distances is to use the quantity µ = m−M and this
is called the distance modulus [3].
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The luminosity magnitude relation is described by the following
relation [11]:

dL = 10
(m−M

5 )+1

. (3.27)

To replace the luminosity distance with the e�ective (apparent)
magnitude we use the equation (d′L = H0dL):

m (θ,M, z) = M+ 5 log10 [d′L (θ, z)] , (3.28)

whereM is:
M = M + 25− 5 log10 (H0) . (3.29)

The luminosity distance is [12]:

d′L =
c (1 + z)
H0

√
| κ |

·L

√
| κ |

∫ z

0

dz′√
(z′ + 1)2 (1 + Ωmz′)− z′ (z′ + 2) ΩΛ


(3.30)

with

L(x) =


sin(x) Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ > 1

x for Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ = 1
sinh(x) Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ < 1

(3.31)

and

κ =


1− Ωm − Ωk − ΩΛ Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ > 1

1 for Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ = 1
1− Ωm − Ωk − ΩΛ Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ < 1

. (3.32)

3.10 Characteristics of Supernova Ia

It is ideal to use supernova type Ia as �standard candles�. They
have a known luminosity curve which is (more or less) always the
same and therefore their absolute magnitude, implying their dis-
tance and redshift, can be measured. The intensity of many super-
novas lightcurves can di�er signi�cantly but the characteristic of
their lightcurves are the same, so they are easy to pinpoint when
searching the sky for supernova outbursts, see �gure 3.3. Super-
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Figure 3.3: Supernovas time scale light curve peak. The bottom
�gure is corrected with a �stretched factor� that compresses the
time [13].
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novas are the brightest light sources in the cosmos and thus ob-
servable even when they are very distant. The measurement on
supernovas with high z-values is hence a perfect tool for studying
an expanding universe.

The cosmic expansion was discovered �rst by Edwin Hubble in
1920. Among other things, he used galaxies as standard candles.
Unfortunately galaxies are not very reliable because the light in-
tensity depends on many parameters. Fritz Zwicky then pointed
out that supernovas could be used as standard candles to measure
the cosmic expansion. Supernovas can temporarily outshine as a
whole galaxy. In 1980 supernovas of type Ia were classi�ed as type
Ia or Ib, where Ia has no hydrogen in its spectrum [14]. A super-
nova type Ia is believed to arise in some double star systems. The
matter from an ordinary star is transferred to a �white dwarf�, a
small star remnant with roughly one solar mass. When this hap-
pens eventually, explosive thermonuclear reactions occur and the
�white dwarf� explodes as a �standard bomb� and is torn apart re-
sulting in a supernova. Figure 3.4 shows recent measurements of
supernova magnitudes versus their redshifts. The theoretical e�ec-
tive magnitude mB stands for the corrected absolute magnitude in
the B-band (the blue light with a wavelength between 360 nm and
560 nm) [3].

3.10.1 Projects

Two large international observational research groups, the Super-
nova Cosmology Project (SCP) and the High-Z Supernova Team
(HZT), have mainly been studying supernovas between 0.1<z<1.
The reasons for the speci�c interval is that supernovas above z = 1
very rarely can be detected and the time of their explosions are
impossible to predict [16, 15]. They observed supernovas that are
apparently dimmer (i.e. higher magnitude, mb in �gure 3.4) than
they �should be� in a normally expanding universe. The distant
supernovas were travelling with a lower velocity than they ought to
be travelling today, for the present Hubble constant (H0), therefore
the universe is assumed to have accelerated its expansion rate at
more recent times. For the universe to be able to accelerate one
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Figure 3.4: An e�ective bolometric magnitude versus linear redshift
diagram for supernova Ia. The top curve shows a best �t for an
Ωm = 0.25 and ΩΛ = 0.75 [15].
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needs a form of dark energy in the FRW-solution, a negative pres-
sure alternatively called �smooth tension�. General relativity can
accommodate, but not explain the origin of, vacuum energy that is
gravitationally repulsive [17].

A supernovas maximum absolute magnitude peak has been mea-
sured, in the B-band, to -19.74 ± 0.06. There are two observations
of supernovas that di�er from the others; SN 1991T and SN 1991bg
are brighter respectively dimmer in the B-band than normal [18].

3.10.2 The expanding universe

Space itself is not rigid but dynamical; therefore it can stretch out,
bend and change over time. The universe is expanding and the
galaxies may be visualized as coins glued to a balloon that is be-
ing blown up. The galaxies themselves do not expand, as they are
gravitationally bound with a large positive local curvature but the
space in-between increases, becoming ever more diluted in density.
The observable universe contains about hundred billions of galaxies
roughly like our own Milky Way, and there are about over hundred
billion stars in our galaxy. The largest gravitationally bound ob-
jects known are galaxy clusters, gravitationally bound systems of
very many galaxies, but the galaxy distribution is far from uni-
form. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey galaxy map shows a distinct
large-scale structure of the universe [19, 20].

Numerous objects within a distance of . 5 Mpc or 15 million
light years can show a negative z-value, i.e. a blueshift of the light
approaching our galaxy. One example of a blueshift-object is the
Andromeda galaxy which has z-value of -0.00042. The largest neg-
ative blueshift is z = -0.5 [21]. However for large distances the
redshift due to the expansion always dominates any blueshift due
to local motion.

3.11 The accelerating universe

By 1998 there were enough observational �evidence� to claim that
we live in an accelerating universe. The �rst year of the Supernova
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Legacy Surveys Hubble diagram, gives results from cosmological
�ts, according to the latest measurements Ωm= 0.263±0.042(stat)
±0.032(sys) for a �at ΩΛ 6= 0 model (or a �at cosmology combined
with the measurement of baryon acoustic oscillations from the re-
cent Sloan Digital Sky Survey) [22].

3.11.1 Dark energy

The case for detection of dark energy is serious but not
yet as convincing (Peebles and Ratra [23]).

With the FRW-cosmological model the search for dark energy be-
gins. Given that distant supernovas are standard candles, scientists
have found themselves forced to assume that there is a mysterious
energy, even in vacuum, named dark energy. Since the universe, to
observational precision, is �at the total value of Ω0 must sum to
one [24]:

Ωm + ΩΛ = Ω0 = 1. (3.33)

The matter energy-density plus the dark energy-density equals the
total energy-density, which gives the curvature (and must be one
for zero curvature).

The values that result in a best-�t to observational data in the
idealized FRW-model are Ωm ≈ 0.3 and ΩΛ ≈ 07.

Ωm ≡
ρm

ρc

(3.34)

and

ΩΛ ≡
ρΛ

ρc

. (3.35)

The physical relation between pressure and density is called �the
equation of state�. For dark energy (ρ) and pressure (p) the relation
is taken to be

w ≡ p

ρ
. (3.36)
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The simplest case is w = −1 this corresponds to a cosmological
constant, but generally for w < −1/3 the universe is accelerating
[4].

3.12 Cosmological Microwave Background

Radiation

COBE satellite, BOOMERANG, MAXIMA and WMAP project
measured a homogeneous Cosmological Microwave Background Ra-
diation (CMBR), this was originally detected by A. Penzias and
R. Wilsons in 1965. This homogeneous background radiation is a
strong argument in favor for our well known Big Bang theory. If
studying the CMBR closely, anisotropic parts are revealed and if
measures the temperature anisotropy versus the angular scale the
universe geometry can indirectly be decided. Ωm can be calculated
in many ways, the easiest one is to decide the average ratio between
the mass and a large galaxy clusters emitted light. Then multiply
this with the luminosity density of the universe. Today gravitation
(matter) dominates the universe with a ∝ t

2
3 , but up until ∼300,000

years after the big bang radiation was dominating as a ∝ t
1
2 [18, 4].

The CMBR can be used to measure the large-scale curvature of
the universe. It gives strong evidence for Ω0 = 1 [25]. CMBR acts
almost like a perfect black body. The temperature is 2.725±0.002
K (95% con�dence) and seemingly isotropic [26]. Even though the
CMBR is nearly perfectly isotropic it has small anisotropies, �rst
detected by the COBE satellite in 1992 [27]. This was also con-
�rmed by several balloon experiments and recently by the WMAP
satellite which measured the temperature anisotropies to much higher
precision both i temperature and directions [28]. The cause for the
small anisotropies is assumed to be primordial density �uctuations.
Anisotropies also arise by acoustic oscillations between baryons and
photon recombination. Detailed information about fundamental
cosmological parameters can be found by measuring the CMBR
density �uctuations very thoroughly [29].
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Figure 3.6: The light ray gravitationally bends near an object (a
lens) from the source, to the observer [31].

3.13 Gravitational lensing

Two scientists that early on anticipated the bending of light near
a massive body were Newton and Laplace. A photon beam that
passes near the sun should have a special relativistic de�ection angle
of 0.87� (arc seconds), if the photon is assigned a gravitational
mass due to its energy, m = E

c2
. Calculated with general relativity

the angle becomes twice as large [30] (the discrepancy arising from
space-time curvature induced by the sun).

When light de�ects through gravitational lensing neither the
number of photons nor the frequency changes and thereby are the
intensity on a small surface is preserved. To determine the mag-
ni�cation of a lensed source, a study of the solid angle it subtends
can be made, and thereafter be compared to the unlensed picture.
When a light beam from a supernova is de�ected near a massive
body the lens is called a Schwarzschild lens. A light ray bends
according to the image 3.6:
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The equation for the bending angle (ϕ) of a photon trajectory
[7, 3]:

ϕ =
4GM

c2r0

, (3.37)

where M is the lensing mass, r0 is the distance to the nearest
light ray, G is the universal gravitational constant and c is the speed
of light.

3.13.1 Schwarzschild metric

The Schwarzschild solution to Einstein�s equations is for a static,
spherical mass with zero charge and no angular momentum. This
is also the unique solution to Einstein's �eld equations for a static
and isotropic metric (�Birkho�'s theorem�)[5]:

In spherical polar coordinates the space-time interval between
two events in a Schwarzschild metric is written,

ds2 =

(
12 − 2MG

rc2

)
c2dt−

(
1− 2MG

rc2

)−1

dr2−r2
(
sin2 θdφ2 + dθ2

)
.

(3.38)

3.14 Lensing types

There are di�erent types of gravitational lensing phenomena:
-Strong lensing are visible distortions, for example formation of

arcs and multiple images.
-Weak lensing are much smaller distortions and can not be easily

seen. By analyzing many objects there can be found distortions of
a few percent.

-Microlensing is another type of lensing where the lens has a
small mass, the distortion of the image will only be about one
millionth of a degree and not big enough to detect. If studying these
objects in a short period of time, when the small mass lens passes,
changes in the apparent magnitude, ranging between seconds or
minutes can be found.
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-Macrolensing is in contrary of micro lensing a larger object like
a galaxy or a galaxy cluster instead of a single star. The bending
of light can in this case be detected with for example the Hubble
space telescope if the angle of de�ection is & 1 arcsec.
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The supernova ray tracing

algorithm

Our algorithm assumes that the supernova light hits a plane with
several point masses and bends according to gravitational lensing.
Then it travels undisturbed to the next plane and continues in the
same fashion, where the maximum redshift has been restricted to
z 6 1.7. To make a three dimensional simulation, we divided the
spherical masses into planes with a constricted area of gravitational
in�uence on the photon beam. The de�ection will change the direc-
tion of the beam and continue to a new mass and de�ect again to a
�nal coordinate corresponding to a redshift of 1.7. The expansion
is not a�ecting the gravitational lensing of the light, just the length
of the supernova ray.

Using the the equation for the Hubble-dependent redshift we
simulated universe expansion. With this expression we could change
the Ω0,m,k to any values for our simulations. Since all our calcula-
tions corresponds to a universe which dynamics is dominated by its
matter content (valid when z . 1100), the cosmic scale factor a (t)
is proportional to t2/3 [4].

Selections of real data from high redshift supernovas were not
possible in our simulation. Since we look at a relatively small piece
of the sky arising from the galaxy database, the statistics would
have been insu�cient due to the small number of supernovas de-
tected in such a thin �slice�. This means that we had to calculate
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the de�ection and path-length of rays from a random distribution
of supernovas.

When calculating the number of masses that in�uence the dif-
ferent photon beams it turned out that up to 80 masses could a�ect
a single light ray, depending on the distance and in which direction
(see �gure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: The number of masses that disturbs the supernova light
ray trajectory versus the distance to a supernova, for a given direc-
tion.
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Assumptions

5.1 Galaxy catalogue

Since the oldest/farthest supernova Ia (1997 �) observed so far has
a redshift of z=1.7 we have studied redshifts 0<z<1.7 [32]. We
use a foreground of 470 049 observed galaxies within that speci�c
area, from this catalogue that spans a portion of the sky of 0.5x0.5
degrees. This catalogue was used to receive information about (see
appendix C) their di�erent positions in the universe and their two
coordinates, declination (DEC) and right ascension of ascending
node (RAAN). The galaxy catalogue has a di�erence in the super-
nova absolute magnitude between -15 to -23. We use supernova
type Ia:s peak magnitude of -19.2 in our calculations. The num-
bers further decreased to 73 894, when galaxies that are wrongly
detected was eliminated arising from the condition of observational
detection error, (called �non-detection� or �not detected at all� in
the galaxy catalogue and are named MAG=99).

5.1.1 Galaxy masses

To further simplify our calculations we assumed that each galaxy
is equal in mass to the Milky Way. We de�ned the beams total
absorption or scattering in our program to occur when the light ray
hits a semi-point mass. We took the semi-point masses center to be
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the halo of the Milky Way, which has a radius of approximately 50
000 light years, or 15 kpc. When a light ray grazes the surface of
the halo it results in a gravitational de�ection of 1.5�. The photon
beam is taken to de�ect (the minimum allowed light ray de�ection
in our calculations is 0.0046�) out to a distance of 1.23× 1023 m or
4 Mpc.



Chapter 6

Limitations

Due to the time limitations of a M.Sc. thesis several aspects were
not investigated. To simplify the calculations we estimated each
mass to be identical to the MilkyWay. We also imposed a maximum
�cut o�� radius outside of which the mass was taken not to disturb a
ray in its trajectory. Due to absorption and scattering an observed
supernova ray cannot travel too near the centre of the galaxies, so
we put in a minimum radius as well. For calculational reasons, the
light de�ections are implemented with straight angles instead of
half circles. Due to computer restrictions we were not able to make
the Ωk as a variable for us to model di�erent universe scenarios.
The density around the masses are greater than one and the overall
density should be equal to one and this leads to the conclusion that
the density between the masses must be less then one.

The biggest limitation is the galaxy catalogue, which only gives
us the galaxy map for 0.5x0.5 degrees of the sky. Therefore no
calculation could be made outside that volume.
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Chapter 7

Results

The ray tracing procedures outcome is illustrated in �gure 7.1
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Figure 7.1: A close up picture for a de�ected light ray through
space.
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Figure 7.2: A light rays path through space de�ected by surround-
ing masses with a certain DEC and RAAN.

and 7.2 where in the later �gure the �bending masses� (semi-point
masses that gravitationally changes the lights trajectory) also are
included. If we compare our results from the simulated values, the
geodesic length, against SCP:s previous calculated values that we
have as a reference, we unfortunately see a distinction between our
calculated values and their calculations (see �gure 7.3). Here �geo�
represents the light ray for the curved path between the observer
and the supernova. The SCP line shows the curve for a light ray
that is adjusted to the longer path due to acceleration (Ωm= 0.25
and ΩΛ= 0 .75) but is assumed to be almost a straight line from the
supernova. These calculations are made for a �at universe. When
we ran the algorithm for several di�erent case with varying Ω0 and
Ωm,k,Λ corresponding to di�erent FRW-universes, we found a small
di�erence for the length of the light ray that travels through space
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Figure 7.3: The bolometric magnitude for the geodesic-distance
compared to the SCP (including a Λ-factor) calculated magnitude
for supernova Ia, and datapoints from [15].

compared to the light ray that is said to accelerate (see �gure 7.4).
This result alone is not enough to eliminate the dark energy and
the theory of an accelerating universe. To recieve a large enough
e�ect from the gravitational lensed light ray corresponding to the
accelerating light ray, the travel distances that they cover should
be identical.

The number of galaxies (overdensities) that a�ects the light ray,
is increasing with the distance, see �gure 4.1. This also shows how
the total number of times a speci�c number of galaxies a�ects a
light ray according to the distance. The average number of galax-
ies interfering the ray (for the redshift 1.4) is about 70 masses as
previously shown in �gure 4.1. The �gure of interfering masses for
di�erent directions is calculated in �gure 7.5.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

When making this algorithm we studied previous work with su-
pernova Ia data from supernova search teams and used generally
accepted theories i.e Einsteins equations and the general theory of
relativity. For supernovas type Ia with a redshift up to 1.7 that is,
so far, the farthest away we calculated the geodesic path for and
compared this with other calculations made from data on super-
novas that are closer. When older supernovas with higher redshift
will be found, new calculations can be made and di�erent values
analyzed.

We got values from our program that are somewhat di�cult
to interpreted and is needed to investigate further and more thor-
oughly. There are many parameters to consider for a supernova
light ray to be calculated correctly through the entire universe. We
have tried to make a realistic computer program that models our
universe well enough to make simulations that can calculate what
we are searching to �nd. Unfortunately this is probably not enough
to get values that is applicable in the real world.
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Chapter 9

Future researching

The search for answers in how the universe is changing now and
will be changing in the future is continuously investigated. Some
of the science research groups active today are presented below.

SNAP stands for Supernova Acceleration Probe and its quest is
to search for dark energy. This probe satellite will be able to mea-
sure thousands of distant supernovas. It can also map the gravita-
tional lensing up to hundred of thousands of square degrees of the
sky each year. The aim for this mission is to collect detailed infor-
mation that can explain the expansion history of the universe and
also its spatial curvature during the last 10 billion years. Hopefully
it will be capable of providing data so the mystery of dark energy
can be solved [33].

GOODS is The Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey and
is built to study redshifts in galaxy formation, and the cosmic his-
tory. This project searches, for example, the history for how the
galaxies have assembled their masses and the evolution of stellar
populations. The Spitzer Space Telescope, one of the telescopes
in the project, is going to measure the rest-frame near- and mid-
infrared light from objects at 1<z<6. Together with Spitzer the
GOODS project includes the Hubble space telescope, the Chandra
x-ray observatory and ESA's X-ray observatory (XMM-Newton)
science operation centre. They also work with ground-based imag-
ing and spectroscopy. In all, the GOODS will cover approximately
320 square arc minutes in two �elds, the Hubble Deep Field North
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and the Chandra Deep Field South [34].
Another team that searches for answers from supernova data are

called Probing Acceleration Now with Supernovae (PANS). They
are running a space-based survey that uses the Hubble space tele-
scope for testing the new cosmological model. They are expecting
to �nd a mixture of dark matter/dark energy universe [35].

A fourth group called SNLS Supernova Legacy Survey are search-
ing for the dark energy and investigating supernovas from 0.3<z<1.7.
The Canadian/French/Hawaiian telescope is designed to measure
several hundred high redshift supernovas [36].

These groups all work with supernova data to �nd out more
about our universe. Hopefully they will �nd enough interesting
information so that the outstanding unanswered enigmas will �nd
a solution.
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Appendix A

Nomenclature

′′ Arc second [1/3600 degrees]

a (t) Cosmic scale factor

c Speed of light [m/s]

d Distance [Mpc]

dL Luminosity distance [Mpc]

d(t) Proper distance [Mpc]

E Energy [J ]

F Flux [W/m2]

Gab Einstein tensor

G Gravitational constant [Nm2/kg1]

H0 Hubble constant [km s−1 Mpc−1]

H(z) Redshift dependent Hubble parameter [km s−1 Mpc−1]

k Space Curvature parameter

K Degrees Kelvin

λ Wave-length [m]
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Ly Light years [9.461× 1015]

ΩΛ Density quotient, cosmic constant

Ωm Density quotient, mass

Ω0 Density quotient, total

p Pressure[N/m2]

pc Parsec [3.262Ly]

ϕ De�ection angle [degrees]

m Mass [kg]

Ma Apparent Magnitude

Mb Absolute Magnitude

r Radius [m]

ρc Critical density [(1.9× 10−29g cm−3)× (6.626× 10−34Js)2]

Tab Einstein energy momentum tensor

w Dark energy parameter

v velocity [km/s]

$ Co-moving coordinate

z Redshift parameter [4λ/λ]



Appendix B

Acronyms

CMBR Cosmological Microwave Background Radiation

COBE The Cosmic Background Explorer satellite

DEC Declination

ESA European Space Agency

FLRW Friedmann, Lemaître Robertsson Walker Metrics

GOODS Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey

GROLAB Geometric Rays Optical Laboratory

HZT High Z Supernova Team

PANS Probing Acceleration Now with Supernovae

Q-Let Quick Estimating Lensing Tool

RAAN Right Ascension Ascending Node

SCP Supernova Cosmology Project

SN,Ia Supernova type Ia

SNAP Supernova Acceleration Probe

SNLS Supernova Legacy Survey
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SNOC Supernova observation calculator

WMAP Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe



Appendix C

Galaxy catalogue

ftp://ftp.astro.su.se/pub/tomas/MC_John_900sq.README

**************************************************************
*** README �le for mock galaxy catalog: MC_John_900sq.cat ***
*** ***
*** Tomas Dahlen, 2006-09-12 ***
*************************************************************

This mock galaxy catalog is based on the luminosity functions de-
rived from GOODS (Dahlen et al. 2005, ApJ, 631, 126)

Size: 0.5x0.5 degrees (900 square arcmin) Coordinates are cen-
tered around RA=0.0 and DEC=0.0 Magnitudes are in Vega system
Cosmology with Omega_M=0.3, Omega_Lambda=0.7 and h=0.7
Catalog includes all galaxies with absolute magnitude -16<M_B<-
24.

Magnitude errors are calculated assuming the following (rather ar-
bitrary) S/N=10 limits: U-band:25.6 B-band:26.6 V-band:26.5 R-
band:26.3 I-band:26.1

An object that is fainter than the S/N=1 limit is given Mag=99,
i.e., this represents a non-detection. Note also that there are objects
that are not detected at all using these S/N limits, these objects
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have magnitude=99 in all bands.

Galaxy spectral type is a number between 1-6 where: 1=E, 2=Sbc,
3=Scd, 4=Im (Coleman et al.), 5=Starburst#3, 6=Starburst#2
(Kinney et al.). Galaxies with type <1.5 can be considered early-
type ("elliptical")

A random extinction is added with an E(B-V) as given in cata-
log. A CAlzetti extinction law is used for late type galaxies and
starbursts, while a Galactic law as assumed for earlier types.

#1 ID
#2 redshift
#3 RA
#4 DEC
#5 ABSOLUTE_MAG B-band
#6 SPECTRAL TYPE
#7 E(B-V)
#8 APPARENT U MAG
#9 ERROR U MAG
#10 APPARENT B MAG
#11 ERROR B MAG
#12 APPARENT V MAG
#13 ERROR V MAG
#14 APPARENT R MAG
#15 ERROR R MAG
#16 APPARENT I MAG
#17 ERROR I MAG

ftp://ftp.astro.su.se/pub/tomas/MC_John_900sq.cat
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Appendix D

Matlab-code

function ray_trace
% #################################
% # Calculatate the bending of a light-ray in cosmology due to #
% # gravitational lensing with a variable Hubbles�s constant #
% #################################

clear all;
close all;
format long g;
global Omega_m Omega_k Omega_lambda M_B

%% Reads in data-�le
str�le=input ('Name of data�le [indata.txt]: ','s');
if isempty(str�le)
str�le = 'indata.txt';
end
�lename=char(str�le);
File=load(�lename);
%% Some constants
G=6.67e-11;
c=299792458; % Lights speed in vacuum [m/s]
Mass=1.1537e+042; % [kg]
H_0=71e3; % [m/s/Mpc]
run_no=1;
no_stops=0;
[M N]=size(File); %#ok<NASGU>
M_B=-19.2;

%% Inputting start valus
disp('Input angles in degrees (between +-15 arcsec).');
RA_int=input('RA-int. [0 0]: ','s'); %#ok<ST2NM>
if isempty(RA_int)
RA_int = str2num('[0 0]'); %#ok<ST2NM>
else
RA_int=str2num(RA_int); %#ok<ST2NM>
end
DEC_int=input('DEC-int. [0 0]: ','s'); %#ok<ST2NM>
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if isempty(DEC_int)
DEC_int = str2num('[0 0]'); %#ok<ST2NM>
else
DEC_int=str2num(DEC_int); %#ok<ST2NM>
end
delta_ray=input('Spacing between rays [1]: ');
if isempty(delta_ray)
delta_ray = 1; %#ok<NASGU>
end
disp(' ');
disp('Input redshift range.');
z_int=input('z-int. [0 1.7]: ','s'); %#ok<ST2NM>
if isempty(z_int)
z_int = str2num('[0 1.69]'); %#ok<ST2NM>
else
z_int=str2num(z_int); %#ok<ST2NM>
end
if z_int(1,1)<0.02
z_int(1,1)=.02;
z_null=1; %#ok<NASGU>
end
z_step=input('Stepsize in redshift [0.01]: ');
if isempty(z_step)
z_step = .01; %#ok<NASGU>
end
disp(' ');
Omega_k=input('Omega_k [0]: ');
if isempty(Omega_k)
Omega_k = 0; %#ok<NASGU>
end
Omega_m=input('Omega_m [1]: ');
if isempty(Omega_m)
Omega_m=1; %#ok<NASGU>
end
Omega_lambda=input('Omega_lambda [0]: ');
if isempty(Omega_lambda)
Omega_lambda=0; %#ok<NASGU>
end
Omega_0=Omega_lambda+Omega_m+Omega_k;
disp(' ');
play_ray=input('Should the ray/rays be plotted? (Y/[N]): ','s');
if isempty(play_ray)
play_ray='n';
end
if play_ray=='y' || play_ray=='Y'
play_ray=1;
plot_marker=input('Should the bending masses be plotted? (Y/[N]) :','s');
if isempty(plot_marker)
plot_marker='n';
end
if plot_marker=='y' || plot_marker=='Y'
plot_marker=1;
else
plot_marker=0;
end
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else
play_ray=0;
end
% Starts a timer
tic

%% Calculates the luminosity distance for each "plane"
z=0:.01:z_int(1,2)+.01;
[j k]=size(z);
DL=NaN(j,1);
for j=1:k
DL(j,1)=(2*c/H_0)*(1/Omega_0^2)*(Omega_0*z(1,j)-(2-Omega_0)*...
(sqrt(1+Omega_0*z(1,j))-1));
end
DL(2,:)=[];

%% Preallocates memory for speedup
tot_runs=((DEC_int(1,2)-DEC_int(1,1))/delta_ray+1)*((RA_int(1,2)- ...
RA_int(1,1))/delta_ray+1)*(round((z_int(1,2)-z_int(1,1))/z_step)+1);
RAY=NaN(tot_runs,3);
mag=NaN(tot_runs,2);
MARKER=NaN(tot_runs,4);
disp(' ');
disp('Runs to go: ');
disp(tot_runs);

%% Calculate the bending
for RAa=RA_int(1,1):delta_ray:RA_int(1,2);
for DECa=DEC_int(1,1):delta_ray:DEC_int(1,2);
for z_max=z_int(1,1):z_step:z_int(1,2);
% If z_max is unchanged, continue calculating, else start over
if ~exist ('Q','var')
z=.02;
pl=2; % Relates to z
m=1;
RA=RAa*pi/10800; %#ok<FXSET>
DEC=DECa*pi/10800; %#ok<FXSET>
marker=NaN(round(z_max*100+1),4);
ray=zeros(round(z_max*100+1),3);
ny=round((z_int(1,2)-z_int(1,1))/z_step);
DEF=zeros(1,3,ny);
DEF(1,2,1)=RA;
DEF(1,3,1)=DEC;
�le=NaN(M,1);
% Convert current redshift to MPc
H_z=H_0*sqrt(Omega_m*(1+z)^3+Omega_k*(1+z)^2+Omega_lambda);
% Convert current distanse to redshift
R = -1/2*(-2*sqrt(c^2*Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl,1)*...
H_0*Omega_0^2)+(2*c-c*Omega_0+sqrt(c^2*...
Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2))*...
Omega_0-DL(pl,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2)/(c*Omega_0);
% Calculates end-point of �rst "ray"
[ray(pl,1),ray(pl,2),ray(pl,3)]=sph2cart(RA,DEC,R);
end
if exist('z_null','var') && z_max>.02 && z_step~=.01
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z_max=z_max-.02; %#ok<FXSET>
end
while z<=z_max+1e-9
n=1;
% preallocates memory for speedup
coord=zeros(M,3);
def=NaN(1000,3);
aaa=NaN(1000,4);
while m<=M && abs(File(m,1)-z)<1e-9;
% Converts to cartesian coord.
[coord(m,1),coord(m,2),coord(m,3)]=sph2cart(File(m,2)*...
pi/180,File(m,3)*pi/180,File(m,1));
% Distance between ray and mass
r=sqrt((ray(pl,2)-coord(m,2))^2+(ray(pl,3)-...
coord(m,3))^2);
% Converts to meters for bending-calculations
dL=(2*c/H_z)*(1/Omega_0^2)*(Omega_0*r-(2-Omega_0)* ...
(sqrt(1+Omega_0*r)-1));
% If it�s close enought to be bent...
if dL<=4 && dL>1.5e-2;
def(n,1)=4*G*Mass/(c^2*dL*3.08568025e22);
r_y=abs(coord(m,2)-ray(pl,2));
r_z=abs(coord(m,3)-ray(pl,3));
def(n,2)=def(n,1)*(r^2-r_z^2)/r^2; % def=[phi,RA,DEC]
def(n,3)=def(n,1)*(r^2-r_y^2)/r^2;
aaa(n,1)=coord(m,1); % Used to plot the mass
aaa(n,2)=coord(m,2);
aaa(n,3)=coord(m,3);
aaa(n,4)=def(n,1);
n=n+1;
Q=0;
% If it�s to far away continue stright forward
elseif dL>4;
def(n,:)=zeros(1,3);
aaa(n,:)=NaN;
n=n+1;
Q=1;
% If to close, guit
elseif dL<1.5e-2 % aprox 50000 ly
Q=2;
aaa(n,1)=coord(m,1);
aaa(n,2)=coord(m,2);
aaa(n,3)=coord(m,3);
aaa(n,4)=NaN;
no_stops=no_stops+1;
break
end
m=m+1;
end
m=m-1;
% Checks which mass that bends the most
[C,I]=max(def,[],1);
DEF(:,:,pl)=def(I(1,1),:);
[C,I]=max(aaa,[],1);
aaa=aaa(I(1,4),:);
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% Calculate new values for the next "ray"
if Q==0
% In RA-direction
if ray(pl,2)<aaa(1,2)
DEF(1,2,pl)=DEF(1,2,pl-1)+DEF(1,2,pl);
elseif ray(pl,2)>aaa(1,2)
DEF(1,2,pl)=DEF(1,2,pl-1)-DEF(1,2,pl);
end
% In DEC-direction
if ray(pl,3)<aaa(1,3)
DEF(1,3,pl)=DEF(1,3,pl-1)+DEF(1,3,pl);
elseif ray(pl,3)>aaa(1,3)
DEF(1,3,pl)=DEF(1,3,pl-1)-DEF(1,3,pl);
end
r_now = -1/2*(-2*sqrt(c^2*Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl,1)*...
H_0*Omega_0^2)+(2*c-c*Omega_0+sqrt(c^2*...
Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2))*...
Omega_0-DL(pl,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2)/(c*Omega_0);
r_next = -1/2*(-2*sqrt(c^2*Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl+1,1)*...
H_0*Omega_0^2)+(2*c-c*Omega_0+sqrt(c^2*...
Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl+1,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2))*...
Omega_0-DL(pl+1,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2)/(c*Omega_0);
r=(r_next-r_now)/cos(DEF(1,1,pl)+DEF(1,1,pl-1));
ray(pl+1,1)=r*cos(DEF(1,3,pl))*...
cos(DEF(1,2,pl))+ray(pl,1);
ray(pl+1,2)=r*cos(DEF(1,3,pl))*...
sin(DEF(1,2,pl))+ray(pl,2);
ray(pl+1,3)=r*sin(DEF(1,3,pl))+ray(pl,3);
marker(pl,:)=aaa(1,:);
% If it�s not bent
elseif Q==1
DEF(1,2,pl)=DEF(1,2,pl-1);
DEF(1,3,pl)=DEF(1,3,pl-1);
% Calculate nex "ray" acording to old values
r_now = -1/2*(-2*sqrt(c^2*Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl,1)*...
H_0*Omega_0^2)+(2*c-c*Omega_0+sqrt(c^2*...
Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2))*...
Omega_0-DL(pl,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2)/(c*Omega_0);
r_next = -1/2*(-2*sqrt(c^2*Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl+1,1)*...
H_0*Omega_0^2)+(2*c-c*Omega_0+sqrt(c^2*...
Omega_0^2+2*c*DL(pl+1,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2))*...
Omega_0-DL(pl+1,1)*H_0*Omega_0^2)/(c*Omega_0);
r=(r_next-r_now)/cos(DEF(1,1,pl)+DEF(1,1,pl-1));
ray(pl+1,1)=r*cos(DEF(1,3,pl))*...
cos(DEF(1,2,pl))+ray(pl,1);
ray(pl+1,2)=r*cos(DEF(1,3,pl))*...
sin(DEF(1,2,pl))+ray(pl,2);
ray(pl+1,3)=r*sin(DEF(1,3,pl))+ray(pl,3);
marker(pl,:)=NaN;
% If absorbed, guit
elseif Q==2
marker(pl,:)=aaa(1,:);
m=m+1;
break
end
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% Continuing to next pl
z=z+0.01;
H_z=H_0*sqrt(Omega_m*(1+z)^3+Omega_k*(1+z)^2+...
Omega_lambda);
pl=pl+1;
m=m+1;
% Clearing work-variables
clear def aaa coord
end
if Q==2
RAY(run_no,:)=NaN;
MARKER(run_no,:)=NaN;
mag(run_no,:)=NaN;
run_no=run_no+1;
continue
end

% #########################################
% # Calculate the length of the light-ray #
% #########################################
clear lgeo ;
[k l]=size(ray); %#ok<NASGU>
ray=sortrows(ray,-1);
lgeo=0;
for p=k-1:-1:1
lgeo=lgeo+sqrt((ray(p+1,1)-ray(p,1))^2 ...
+(ray(p+1,2)-ray(p,2))^2+(ray(p+1,3)-ray(p,3))^2);
end
RAY(run_no,:)=[ray(2,1) ray(2,2) ray(2,3)];
MARKER(run_no,:)=[z,sum(~isnan(marker(:,1))),...
RA*10800/pi,DEC*10800/pi];
ray=sortrows(ray,1);
[mag]=magnitude_all(lgeo,run_no,mag);
run_no=run_no+1;
end
% Should the ray/rays be plotted?
if play_ray==1
plot_ray(ray,marker,plot_marker);
end
disp(tot_runs-run_no+1)
clear ray RA DEC DEF marker ny Q
end
end
clear H_z H_z_next File RAa DECa dL �le lgeo pl r r_next r_now r_y r_z
warning o� all
% Load "re�erens ray" and SNIa data
load 'mag_SCP'
SNIa=load('SNIa.txt'); % From Knop et al. 2003

%% Plots the z_geo and SCP including the SCP�s datapoints
�gure
hold on
h1=line(mag(:,1),mag(:,2),'Color','r');
h2=line(mag_SCP(:,1),mag_SCP(:,2),'LineStyle',':','Color','b');
h3=plot(SNIa(:,1),SNIa(:,2),'.k','MarkerSize',7);
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legend([h3 h2 h1],'Datapoints from Knop et al.',...
'SCP (\Omega_m=0.25 , \Omega_\Lambda=0.75)',...
['Geo. (\Omega_m=',num2str(Omega_m),' , \Omega_k=',num2str(Omega_k),...
' , \Omega_\Lambda=',num2str(Omega_lambda),')'],'Location','NorthWest');
xlabel('Distance [z]');
ylabel('e�ectiv magnitude');
title(['Bolometric magnitude versus redshift [',...
num2str(z_int(1,1)),' \leq z \leq ',num2str(max(mag(:,1))),']']);
axis tight;
ay=get(gca,'YLim');
axis ([z_int(1,1) max(mag(:,1)) 14 ay(1,2)])
box on
�gure_name=['mag_k-',num2str(Omega_k),'_m-',num2str(Omega_m)];
print('-PaperSize [5 5/1.5]','-depsc2',[�gure_name,'.eps']);
hold o�

%% Plots z_geo vs magnitude
�gure
hold on
h1=line(mag(:,1),mag(:,2),'Color','r');
legend(['z_g_e_o \Omega_k = ',num2str(Omega_k),' , \Omega_m = ',...
num2str(Omega_m)',' , \Omega_m = ',num2str(Omega_lambda)],...
'Location','NorthWest');
xlabel('Distance [z]');
ylabel('e�ective magnitude');
axis tight;
ax=get(gca,'XLim');
ay=get(gca,'YLim');
title(['Bolometric magnitude versus redshift [',...
num2str(z_int(1,1)),' \leq z \leq ',num2str(ax(1,2)),']']);
text((ax(1,2)-ax(1,1))*.7+ax(1,1),(ay(1,2)-ay(1,1))*.1+ay(1,1),...
['\Omega_m = ',num2str(Omega_m),' , \Omega_k = ',num2str(Omega_k)],...
'EdgeColor','k');
box on
�gure_name=['mag2_k-',num2str(Omega_k),'_m-',num2str(Omega_m)];
print('-PaperSize [5 5/1.5]','-depsc2',[�gure_name,'.eps']);
hold o�

%% Plots the no. of bending masses vs. distance
�gure
plot(MARKER(:,1),MARKER(:,2),'.','MarkerSize',5);
xlabel('Distance [z]');
ylabel('No. of bending masses');
title('Number of bending masses vs. redshift');
axis tight;
ax=get(gca,'XLim');
ay=get(gca,'YLim');
text((ax(1,2)-ax(1,1))*.7+ax(1,1),(ay(1,2)-ay(1,1))*.1+ay(1,1),...
['\Omega_m = ',num2str(Omega_m),' , \Omega_k = ',num2str(Omega_k)],...
'EdgeColor','k');
axis ([0 ax(1,2) ay(1,1) ay(1,2)])
�gure_name=['masses_k-',num2str(Omega_k),'_m-',num2str(Omega_m)];
print('-PaperSize [5 5/1.5]','-depsc2',[�gure_name,'.eps']);

%% Displays input data
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format short g
m = {'Filename', �lename; ...
'RA', mat2str(RA_int); ...
'DEC', mat2str(DEC_int); ...
'Delta rays', delta_ray; ...
'z', mat2str(z_int); ...
'Stepsize for z', z_step; ...
'Omega_m', Omega_m; ...
'Omega_k', Omega_k; ...
'Tot. no. of rays', tot_runs; ...
'No. stoped rays', no_stops};
disp(m);
warning on all
% Stops the timer and shows the running time
toc

%% Function plot_ray
function plot_ray(ray,marker,plot_marker)
% #########################
% # Plots the light-ray and the bending masses #
% #########################

global Omega_m Omega_k
[K L]=size(ray); %#ok<NASGU>
% Plot the ray/rays
�gure(10);
hold on
if plot_marker==1
% Plots the bending masses
for K=2:K-1;
plot3(marker(K,1),marker(K,2),marker(K,3),'K*','Markersize',5);
end
end
% Plots the start-point
plot3(ray(1,1),ray(1,2),ray(1,3),'m*','MarkerSize',1);
% Plots the rays
line(ray(:,1),ray(:,2),ray(:,3));
% Marks the supernovas position
plot3(ray(K,1),ray(K,2),ray(K,3),'*','Markersize',5,'Color','b');
axis tight;
box on;
view(-40,25);
xlabel('Distance (x)');
ylabel('RA (y)');
zlabel('DEC (z)');
if plot_marker==1
title('Ray/rays with bending masses (axis in redshift)');
else
title('Ray/rays without bending masses (axis in redshift)');
end
hold o�
�gure_name=['ray-',num2str(Omega_k),'_m-',num2str(Omega_m)];
print('-PaperSize [5 5/1.5]','-depsc2',[�gure_name,'.eps']);

%% Function magnitude_all
function [mag]=magnitude_all(lgeo,run_no,mag)
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% ##########################
% # Calculates the magnitud at a given distance #
% ##########################

warning o� all
global Omega_m Omega_lambda Omega_k M_B
H_0=71; % [km/s/Mpc]
c=299792.458; % [km/s]
syms a
% Geodetic-distans in redshift
D_L=int(((1+a)^2*(1+Omega_m*a)-a*(2+a)*Omega_lambda)^(-1/2),a,0,lgeo);
D_L=double(D_L);
if Omega_m + Omega_lambda + Omega_k < 1
k=1-Omega_m-Omega_lambda-Omega_k;
d_L=sin(sqrt(abs(k))*D_L);
elseif Omega_m + Omega_lambda + Omega_k == 1
k=1;
d_L=sqrt(abs(k))*D_L;
elseif Omega_m + Omega_lambda + Omega_k > 1
k=1-Omega_m-Omega_lambda-Omega_k;
d_L=sinh(sqrt(abs(k))*D_L);
end
d_Lc=c*(1+lgeo)/(H_0*sqrt(abs(k)))*d_L;
M=25+M_B-5*log10(H_0);
mag(run_no,1)=lgeo;
mag(run_no,2)=M+5*log10(H_0*d_Lc);
warning on all

%
% Credit : Peder Ahlenius, 2007
%
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